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The Hundredth School Day Adventure 
Once upon a time, in the small town of Willowville, there were two best 
friends named Kenny and Sally. They were both very excited because it 
was the hundredth day of school, and they had a special celebration 
planned. They woke up bright and early, eager to start their adventure. 

As they got ready for school, Kenny and Sally decided to dress up as 
their favorite animals. Kenny wore a striped shirt and put on a tiger 
mask, while Sally wore a pink dress with wings, transforming into a 
beautiful butterfly. They looked at each other and giggled with 
excitement. 

With their backpacks on, Kenny and Sally set off on their journey to school. The sun was shining, and a 
gentle breeze rustled the leaves on the trees. As they walked through the park, they noticed a family of 
ducks waddling near a pond. Kenny and Sally stopped to watch them swim and quack. It was a magical 
sight to see. 

Continuing their adventure, they reached a field of flowers. The vibrant colors and sweet fragrance 
filled the air. Kenny and Sally couldn't resist picking a few flowers for their teacher. They carefully 
selected the brightest blooms and carefully placed them in their backpacks. 

Just as they were about to leave the field, they noticed a little bunny hopping nearby. It seemed lost and 
scared. Kenny and Sally decided to help the bunny find its way back home. They followed its tiny 
footprints until they reached a cozy burrow. The bunny hopped happily inside, and Kenny and Sally knew 
they had done a good deed. 

As they approached the school, they noticed balloons and decorations adorning the entrance. The 
hundredth day of school was indeed a big celebration! Inside the classroom, their teacher, Mrs. Johnson, 
greeted them with a warm smile. She was thrilled to see Kenny and Sally's animal costumes and the 
beautiful flowers they had brought. 

The day was filled with exciting activities. The class had a contest to see who could count to one hundred 
the fastest. Kenny and Sally teamed up and won the contest, cheering with joy. Mrs. Johnson also handed 
out special stickers to every student for reaching this milestone. 

During lunchtime, Kenny and Sally shared their snacks with their classmates. They had prepared delicious 
treats like cookies and fruit kebabs. Everyone loved the surprise, and the classroom was filled with 
laughter and happiness. 

In the afternoon, the class gathered in a circle to read one hundred books. Each student took turns 
choosing their favorite story, and they all enjoyed the magical tales. It was amazing to see how many 
stories they could read together. 

As the school day came to an end, Kenny and Sally felt proud of their achievements. They had helped the 
bunny, won the counting contest, and shared treats with their friends. It was a day they would never 
forget. 
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The Hundredth School Day Adventure 
Answer all of the questions based on the reading passage: 

 

1. Why were Kenny and Sally excited? 
 
 
 

2. How did Kenny and Sally dress up for the 
hundredth day of school? 

 

 

3. What did Kenny and Sally do when they saw the family of ducks? 
 

 

 

4. What did Kenny and Sally pick from the field? 

 

 

5. How did Kenny and Sally help the bunny? 
 

 

6. What activities did the class do during the hundredth day 
celebration? 

 

 


